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I thank you all for taking the time to be with us tonight and to offer yourselves in service. We are closing
in on the 12-21 Portal and this will be the second to the last Gateway Portal Day Event that we have
before 12-21. Between now and our next event at 11-11 a lot is happening. I know most of you are
feeling the intensity of things. We talk about the intensity of the energy a lot, and what we are talking
about is the way things seem to manifest for you all, as perhaps when you do routine activities, there are
obstacles that fall in the way that wouldn’t have to be there unexpectedly. Things get a little bit more
complex and complicated in doing normal activities then they would otherwise. Also, sometimes our
moods change quickly, and we are on the phone handling a problem and we hang up and we realize boy
we went a little farther than we normally do in showing a little bit of emotion and irritation at an event,
and this is all because the nature of these intense energies push us, our nervous system, even though we
may not be so aware of them in these directions.
Between now and 11-11 we have a couple of major dates. Navaratri begins on October 16th through the
24th and then the next day is the day when Divine Mother who is battling the dark for nine days is
victorious. That energy will be pouring in beginning as we enter October 16th and continue, and that will
add to what is going on. As well as that, there are planetary alignments that are happening right now. so
that the astrological effects are heightened in a way that causes all these energies to be more intense and
things to potentially stray from where we want them to go.
As we just hit 11-11 when the next portal event happens, we will be moving into the energies of Diwali
which happens on November 13, and that is the Festival of Lights that is Lakshmi’s day. It is also the
beginning of the New Year for the Indian New Year. Those energies will be hitting and as we move into
November, the month of November as our Gregorian calendar counts it that is the time when we enter
into the new spiritual year. So all of these things are culminating now, and if those high energy days
falling into this 30 day period between now and 11-11 isn’t enough we also have important worldly
events like the election that happens in the United States. All these things are major events, and as we
move through each one of them we have the opportunity to set intentions, and we have the opportunity to
say prayers and call Divine Mother. We want to always ask that the Will of the Divine Feminine, The
Council of the Divine Feminine, we call the Council of the Divine Feminine, which we will talk about in
just a minute in more detail, and we ask that everything fall in alignment with the Will of the Divine
Feminine, all falls into alignment with where Divine Mother wants to take this reality as we lead up to the
12-21 Portal. All of what she has been doing for the last two years, at least with this group anyway is to
prepare us to move into the energies of the Divine Feminine and from the energies of predominately the
Divine Masculine.
As many of you know we are ending a 13,000 year half cycle. This solar system as it orbits around the
galaxy goes through 26,000 year cycles, and the first half of that cycle, that first 13,000 years is a
masculine cycle. It is when the masculine energies are prominent and it is when this star system, this
solar system is moving away from the galactic sun. In moving away from it, it acquires the energy
signature of the masculine, and when we reach the point at the perigee, the farthest point in the orbit,
when the earth and the solar system begin to turn and face the light of the galaxy, the galactic sun and
move back, that is the time of the Feminine, that is Divine Mother’s time. That’s what we are preparing
for now and that’s what we are moving through. When you are talking about 26,000 year cycles, nothing
happens in an instant, nothing happens in a day, but the landmark date that is prominent for this changing
from the masculine to the feminine is the 12-21-2012 date that the Mayans and the Hopis and
Nostradamus and any number of prognosticators have pointed to with some significance.
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As we move to the end of this 13,000 year cycle that has been predominated by the masculine, Divine
Mother has talked about the difference between the masculine energies and the feminine energies. The
masculine energies are more focused; they are the energies that bring the creative force, which is the
feminine in to manifestation. To understand how they manifest in this reality a little better, she has used
the example of, that the masculine energies, the father energies behave in such a way that when
something needs to get done, sometimes the masculine feels that if the child needs to be taught not to
touch the hot stove, maybe touching it a little bit and getting their finger burned might be the best way to
teach them. Maybe falling down and scraping your knee would be the best way to learn the lesson and
move on to better things and a little, what I will call collateral damage is acceptable for the greater good.
Divine Mother has defined the Divine Feminine energies in a different way saying that the mother
energies don’t feel that it’s necessary for the child to scrape his knee to learn his lesson. The mother’s
energies only want to love the child; they want to love the child so much that he won’t need to scrape his
knee to learn the lesson. The child will be loved and the lesson will get learned just because of the great
love of the mother. These are the differences that we can kind of use to gauge how these masculine
energies have operated for the last 13,000 years. And as you are beginning the 13,000 year half cycle
and that masculine point of view is in charge, the reality that gets created as you move to the farthest end
begins to shift farther and farther. Maybe more and more collateral damage becomes more and more
acceptable as you move farther and farther into this masculine reign. So you end up with a reality that we
have now that is harsh, that is a harsh reality, and sometimes the opportunity for an event to move
towards its more destructive result, as opposed to its less destructive result, to its lesser rather than its
greater good. This reality can tend to bring it to its lesser to its more destructive, because we are at the
end of a long cycle and it has been a long time since the feminine energies have been in charge and able
to be in effect. So we shouldn’t be surprised at the nature of things. We shouldn’t be upset with
ourselves or feel any guilt about anything. We are moving into the Divine Feminine, we want to embrace
those energies, we want to help Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine by receiving and understanding
that this is what is happening, receiving them within ourselves, anchoring them on earth to help change
the nature of this reality where everything begins to drift naturally to its higher aspect, its greater good.
Take a deep breath………
Tonight we are going to do the grounding that we have done predominantly in this last year and I want
you all to visualize that you are standing on top of Uluru. Those not familiar with Uluru, it’s a very
sacred place in Central Australia. Just visualize that you are standing on this mountain of rock and feel
that rock, and feel its vibratory signature which is a very solid grounding force beneath your feet. Also be
aware that everyone that is listening to this event is also standing with you, we are altogether as one group
force, as one group energy. As you become familiar with Uluru and the energies of Uluru, let yourself
dissolve into this great rock, and you are dissolving down the Hara Line, which is the Pillar of Light
which extends from the bottom of the rock all the way to the center of the earth. We will glide down
through the Hara Line and now imagine that you are standing in the center of the Core Crystal of Mother
Earth before a sacred fire. See Copper Gold colored flames in front of you, of this sacred fire.
Uluru is the epitome of the Earth Element, of one of the Five Elements. As we stand before the fire, you
may see sitting around the fire seven urns, all of which have different qualities and different versions of
the Earth Element that have been placed there at previous events, if not that’s fine.
Stand for a moment and make an offering to the fire at the center of Mother Earth. See that there is
Amber Colored Light filling this entire Core Crystal. The Amber Colored Light comes from the mixing
of the Golden Yellow Light of the Core Crystal and the Red Life Force Energy of Mother Earth; it makes
a beautiful Honey Colored Amber Light. As we stand at the sacred fire, making our offerings, let’s take a
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moment to set intentions that from now through the Portal, that certainly in the next segment between
now and the next Portal Day, with everything that is happening between now and then, we ask that the
highest good can be accomplished, that everything that is done be in alignment with the Divine Feminine,
with the anchoring of the Divine Feminine, with the Divine Will of the Divine Feminine as we move into
this next 13,000 year half cycle and we leave behind all that no longer serves us and we embrace the
mother energies, we embrace Divine Mother, we embrace the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine
and we play our part in bringing forth these motherly energies and bringing the Light of Divine Mother
with us through this next segment to the 11-11 Portal and beyond to the next Portal.
We all have a signature energy, we all have a karmic load; the karma that we bring with us into this
lifetime has a signature, an energy signature to it. The Ray that we come in on, our soul lineage of light
has a signature energy attached to it. Our Divine Mission has a certain signature energy attached to it,
and that is part of what makes us who we are and that’s part of what makes our lives go in the direction
that they go.
As we move through these astrological events, as we move through Navaratri, as we move through
important worldwide events like the election, setting our intentions that the highest good that can be done
by us during these events and by earth and humankind during these events and through these events be
served. Call upon the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine. Call on Divine Mother to come and raise
the vibration and raise the events that occur through these earthly events to their highest possible
potential.
What Divine Mother is trying to do as we move through this 12-21 event and move into the energies of
the Divine Feminine is to raise the octave, to raise us up so that we can access the Fifth Dimensional
energies. A lot of talk and for those of you who have been listening to these events or taking courses at
the Mystery School, very well know that we are trying to move into the Fifth Dimensional Octave, and
it’s difficult to explain or to understand what that really means in our lives and certainly we have Third
Dimensional bodies. When we move through this Portal, as successful as we may be in moving to the
Fifth Dimensional Octave, our Third Dimensional physical bodies will of course stay in the Third
Dimension, but your thoughts are not Third Dimensional, your thoughts are multi dimensional, they are
higher dimensional. Tonight in our ceremony we will go to the 122nd Dimension of reality and stand
before Divine Mother’s Sacred Fire. Your consciousness will go to that place, your physical body will
not.
As we move through this Portal and move into the energies of this Fifth Dimensional Octave, the kind of
effect I think that we can expect through what Divine Mother is saying, is for instance, when you have a
great idea, when you have a creative inspiration, these inspirations, this intuition that we have that brings
about some of the best things in our life are higher dimensional thoughts or higher dimensional packets of
energy. That during our Japa walk, during our walk in nature, during our meditation or at any time during
the day, our energy is raised to the point where we can grab a hold of these packets of information and
grab them as inspiration and cognize them, understand this idea. This is a great idea I just had. I not only
know this is a great idea; I know how I can bring it and use it to benefit myself and others. These kinds of
events are pulling from the higher realms these ideas. When we go through the Fifth Dimensional
Octave, this Portal and we land on the other side, our ability to grab these better ideas, to grab these
higher ideals, the veil will be thinner, the access will be greater. Those who want to embody this,
embrace this idea, and aspire to live through the ideas and the reality that the Fifth Dimensional Octave
presents to us, we will be able to grab, hopefully we will be able to grab this higher inspiration and do
something with it, and when you are able to access better ideas, over time changes occur in your life. The
idea to move to a different place in the country may occur to you, and you do that, and as you do that, the
reality that you leave, you leave possibly a lot of the Third Dimension behind in the sense that those
events and circumstances that are grounded to the Third Dimension and unable to meet with the ideas that
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you have in the Fifth Dimension won’t be there anymore, you will move to a new circumstance and
people will no longer be so prominent in your life or leave forever. The nature of your reality will slowly
change possibly, according to how you are able to access what is now going to be even more accessible in
the Fifth Dimensional Octave.
So, physically you are still going to have a physical body that operates in this physical reality, but you are
more than just this physical body, you’re a multi-dimensional being. Through the help of Divine Mother
and the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine, who have come to Divine Mother’s aid and to our aid,
we hope that we can embody these higher ideals, anchor them on earth making them accessible to the
multitudes and masses, and making them more prevalent, more able to happen, changing the nature of this
reality which has drifted to a place, where, well the lesser of every opportunity for something great to
happen, something positive to happen tends to be the rule. Where we can anchor it to the point where the
rule becomes the best possible outcome of this possibility happens, instead of the lesser, so with that in
mind take just a moment, set your intentions before we move up to Divine Mother’s Throne.
Now visualize that there is a Pillar of Light surrounding you, a white, pure white Pillar of Light, and also
see that your Antahkarana Cord extends all the way up through the Thrones. Imagine that there is a Cord
of Light, a Pillar of Light that extends from the top of your head all the way up through the heavens.
Absorb this Amber Colored Light that is all around you into your body, into all your chakras within your
body and your Five Body System, your Light Body, and send it up your Antahkarana Cord through this
Pillar of Light all the way up. Imagine that it moves all the way up into the Throne of Creation into a big
Pool of Creation and it extends out like a tree. This Amber Colored Light moves up from the top of your
head through your Antahkarana Cord like the trunk of a tree and expands out into branches and leaves in
this Pool of Creation pouring into it the Amber Colored Life Force Energy of Mother Earth. Now we ask
that the Cosmic Life Force Energy from the Pool of Creation pour down through the branches and leaves
back down through this Antahkarana Cord. This light is also Amber Colored Light. See it move all the
way down into your body, filling the Core of Mother Earth with the Cosmic Life Force Energy, so we
have exchanged the Earth’s Life Force Energy to the Throne of Creation, pulling the Cosmic Life Force
Energy down. Imagine that these two streams continue and they magnify each other as they move back
and forth.
We will spin and spiral up together through this Pillar of Light, and as we do, imagine that you are seeing
the Horseshoe Falls at Niagara Falls. We want to connect to the Water Element as we move up at the
Horseshoe Falls in Niagara Falls. You have seen pictures, just imagine that you are seeing it in front of
you, you are connecting with the energies of Niagara Falls, and that energy is moving down to the Core of
Mother Earth, and it is moving up with us all the way up. Just imagine that you are spinning and spiraling
up through this Pillar of Light and visualize that you are standing before the Sacred Altar in the 122nd
Dimension of Reality which is Divine Mother’s, it’s the Throne of Absolute, it’s Divine Mother’s Throne.
Standing before the flames jumping high, Copper Gold Light, Copper Gold is the color of the light of
these flames.
Now imagine that Divine Mother herself is holding onto your right hand, standing right beside you
holding onto your right hand, pouring her Copper Gold Light onto you, pouring her love onto you. If you
want to, turn and stand and face Divine Mother for a moment, make your connection and thank her for all
that she has done for earth and humankind, all that she is doing, all that she is doing that’s touched your
life directly and the lives of your loved ones.
Now visualize that across from you as you are facing the fire once again, across on the other side of the
Sacred Fire, the Great Silent Watcher standing towering over the fire, holding her Scepter up, pouring the
Turquoise Blue Light into this fire and creating a dome around this entire entourage that we will be
introduced to.
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To your immediate left is our beloved Goddess Victory pouring her Lemon-Yellow Light, her Platinum
and Pewter Colored Lights into the fire and beaming them to you. Next to her left the Cosmic Mother of
the Universe, a tall Cosmic Being sending Vibrant Pink Colored Light into the Sacred Fire, beaming it to
you. To your right is Divine Mother again and to her right Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos, she’s beaming
Amber Colored Light. Directly behind you there are Three Cosmic Goddesses, three Divine Mothers.
The first beaming Purple Light is the Mother of our Omniverse, next to her in the middle is the mother of
the second largest Omniverse, she is beaming Ice Blue Light, and behind your left shoulder the third
Omniversal Mother is beaming Clay Red and Gold Colored Light, and around this entire group 144,000
Silent Watchers. These are Beings standing shoulder to shoulder holding their Scepters up beaming the
Turquoise Blue Light, stepping the energy down and magnifying the energies of the Great Silent Watcher,
beyond them 10 billion Angelic Watcher, also Turquoise Blue, magnifying the Light from the Great
Silent Watcher and from all of these Beings.
I am going to take a moment and talk about what I was saying before about the energies of the Divine
Feminine moving into the time of the Divine Feminine. Divine Mother came forth to bring us through
this Portal a couple of years ago. In order to reinforce the energies of the Divine Feminine within this
Hierarchy some of her cohorts, some of these Cosmic Beings, the Big Guns as she calls them, stepped
forward and volunteered to help Divine Mother and to help us in bringing forth the Divine Feminine.
The 13,000 year half cycle of the Divine Masculine has brought this Hierarchy that Divine Mother reigns
over. That earth’s Hierarchy of 144 Dimensions has imbued this Hierarchy with the energies of the
Divine Masculine up to this point, and now it is time to bring this Hierarchy into the energies of the
Divine Feminine, and it was important that Beings that are beyond this Hierarchy be brought forth to
bring their extra power and the benefit of their not being part of this Hierarchy. It greatly enhances what
we can do, what Divine Mother can do to bring this Hierarchy into the energies of the Divine Feminine.
To our left, the far left, Cosmic Mother of the Universe, we call her, in the Vibrant Pink. Divine Mother
has said that she is like her older sibling. Mother of the Universe is the Mother of one of the Universes
towards our Universal core, a huge Universe. There are 43 Universes in this Omniverse and as I
mentioned, the Omniversal Mothers are standing behind us, and we will talk about them in a moment, but
Cosmic Mother of the Universe is in charge of one of the largest Universes in our Omniverse and she
brings this kinship with out own Divine Mother as well as the added impact from a Being, a Cosmic
Being that is beyond our Hierarchy. To our far right again Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos with the Amber
Colored Light, she volunteered, she asked to be a part of what we are doing with Divine Mother. She
brought her Amber Light all the way from beyond the three Omniverses, from the Cosmic Conglomerate
level, all the way to be a part of this reality, to be a part of what we are trying to do in shifting this reality.
I don’t think there is any way, there is certainly no way for me to really give the amount of credit and the
amount of importance to the fact that that these Beings have volunteered to come forth and help Divine
Mother, earth and humankind. There is no way for me any way, with my limited perception to know how
immense and how important this is to all of us. Cosmic Mother of the Universe (Cosmos) bringing her
light, and now behind us the three Omniversal Mothers. The first one as we turn and face them, to our
left, the Omniversal Mother that is from our Omniverse beaming Purple Colored Light. Make a
connection with this great great Being who has come forth to help, dressed in her ceremonial robes,
beaming the Purple Colored Light, very happy to be here, nothing but love coming from this Being. Next
to her the Omniversal Mother from the second largest Omniverse. Our Omniverse has 43 universes, the
second has 55 and the largest has 63 universes. This Being from the second largest Omniverse is
beaming an Ice Blue Colored Light a very light Aqua Marine Colored Light and as you make connection
with each one of these great Beings you can feel their energy signature, you can feel a slight shift as you
feel the Ice Blue Light pouring over you. This particular great Being has been told to us, will take over
when the Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos has finished her reign and that position as Mother of the Cosmos.
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This great Being, the Omniversal Mother from the Second largest Omniverse will take her spot. We send
her all of our love and all of our gratitude as we do the first Omniversal Mother as we turn to face the
Being who is beaming her Clay Red and Gold Light; this is the Omniversal Mother from the largest
Omniverse in our Cosmic Conglomerate. It is not so important, what’s important is to know these great
Beings have come forth to offer their help to bring the Divine Feminine to our Hierarchy, to strengthen
Divine Mother’s hand in making the switch, moving into the energies of the Divine Feminine through this
Portal, making it, making the Fifth Dimensional Octave even more prominent, the veil even thinner.
We refer to this group of Cosmic Mothers, and I want to turn before I get into the Cosmic Council of the
Divine Feminine, and we must include our own Beloved Goddess Victory standing right to our left
emanating her Lemon-Yellow, Pewter and Platinum. Most of you know Cosmic Goddess of Victory has
come of her own free will to help Divine Mother. She was one of the first to come and offer her help.
Again because she is a Cosmic Being, because she is not from this Hierarchy, because she is from beyond
the Omniverses and the Cosmos she’s not limited by our Hierarchy, and she brings wisdom from far
beyond our Hierarchy and far beyond this universe to help Divine Mother and to help us move through
these difficult times.
As you can expect, the reality that has been created through this half cycle has gained a lot of inertia. It is
very difficult to take a reality that’s been operating in a certain trajectory for 13,000 years and begin to
shift it. The great advantage we have with this entire Council of the Divine Feminine is that they bring
energies from beyond this Hierarchy that can really be impactful, but most of all Goddess of Victory who
has been victorious, knows how to be victorious. In our sessions with Goddess Victory, and with Divine
Mother in reference to Goddess Victory, we know that she has a unique ability to turn adverse situations
into her advantage in order to be victorious. The opposition to the positive aspects of the Divine
Feminine that may come forward, because of Goddess of Victory’s wisdom and ability to understand all
the energies, all the possibilities, she has been through this before, she knows how to turn things to the
advantage of the Divine Feminine as we move into this next cycle, this next half cycle. She has
volunteered, she doesn’t need to come and do this, this is not her responsibility, but she’s chosen to come
and bring the energies of victory to us that we can anchor on earth and use to our benefit, to the benefit of
Divine Mother and to the benefit of the Divine Feminine, and she has brought us many tools that you can
find in the different courses that the PT Mystery School has available right now, all through Goddess of
Victory. We can’t thank Goddess of Victory enough for all that she has done and I stand at her feet and I
bow in gratitude and great love and offer myself in service to Goddess of Victory in any way that I can to
anchor the energies of Victory and to bring them to this earth and humankind, to bring them to this reality
for the benefit of the Divine Feminine, for the benefit of Divine Mother, for the benefit of earth and
humankind. This entire entourage, including Great Silent Watcher who is standing towering above this
group with her Scepter above her head pouring the Turquoise Blue Dome of Turquoise Light over
everyone, is our Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine come to serve Divine Mother, come to serve
earth and humankind, and come to serve you. It is your requests individually, each one of you as well,
who have welcomed the Divine Feminine and have welcomed every aspect of the Divine Feminine that
has stepped forward, anchored those energies within yourselves and embodied them.
Let’s take a moment, set your intentions, make your offerings to the Sacred Flames at the Sacred Altar of
Divine Mother. Be sure and send your love and your gratitude to each one of these Cosmic Goddesses for
all that they have done and are doing on our behalf. Be sure and set your intentions that all that happens
on earth, especially these events that are so critical to helping anchor the Divine Feminine as we move
through this period, moving to 12-21, that nothing derails any events on earth, that everything goes in
alignment with the Divine Feminine, in alignment with the Divine Will of Divine Mother and the Cosmic
Council of the Divine Feminine and we move through these difficult times, these difficult energies, this
corruption and this mayhem and we gain a trajectory through this Portal, Portal of 10-10, the Portal of 1111 and the Portal of 12-12 and 12-21 that puts us on a trajectory to the highest heights that the Divine
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Feminine can bring us to. To land on the other side and to create an ultimate reality for earth and
humankind, for you and all your loved ones that is the highest that it can possibly be beyond expectation,
beyond limitation.
The next voice you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It Is, It is Done, I thank you.
NASRIN BEGINS (39.27)
Hello everyone and welcome. It is such a lovely, lovely day this 10-10. It’s wonderful to be with you
and I truly enjoy these monthly events. If what Jim has told you so far has made you feel a little, what is
he talking about? If this is your very first time, you have been thrown at the deep end, and it is perfectly
fine. Your Soul and whoever was the guide to bring you to us knows what they are doing. What he is
talking about is the work that we have been doing for two decades, and Divine Mother asked us today to
continue to work and give you the highest grid which we work with the members of our inner core group.
So take a deep breath with me. Let’s remember that we are standing at the Throne of Divine Mother
before the Sacred Altar. These Deities that are of immense power are standing around us, and Divine
Mother has a gift and a ceremony which we will perform on this beautiful 10-10 Portal Day, and we will
carry the energy of this ceremony together. Once again I thank you all for being present in the 10-10
energies.
DIVINE MOTHER BEGINS (41.09)
My beloved children of light I AM your very own Divine Mother I hold you in my own heart and I ask
you to bring yourself to the edge of the Sacred Fire. It is a circular altar and the fire is jumping up.
Divine Mother in her ceremonial robes is holding your right hand; Goddess Victory in her ceremonial
robes is holding your left hand. The entourage of Divine Feminine Beings who have immense powers are
standing around us. If you do not know who they are or have never heard of there name before, do not be
concerned because they know you, and you have been called to be present in their midst because they
have willed it for you and because you have earned the merits.
What I wish to bestow upon you today is a cleansing and clearing with these sacred ashes which Goddess
Victory will pick from the Sacred Fire. This fire is of high calibration therefore it will not burn. She will
pick up a handful of sacred fire and she will hold it up so the Scepters of Power of every one of these
Deities would then pour the liquid light that is their Signature Energy into the palm of Goddess Victory’s
hand to moisten the sacred ashes and turn them into a paste. Then Goddess Victory will begin to rub
these ashes while I help her administer the ashes to your physical body, from the top of your head to the
bottom of your feet. Envision that you even lift up each leg and allow her to rub it on the bottom of your
feet, and I hold my hands over each area as she moves from that area to the next and make sure that the
energies are fully anchored. This will absorb to itself whatever karma and karmic entanglements,
whatever dross, whatever sadness, grief or grooves from this lifetime and past lifetimes you may continue
to be carrying, which will stop and be dissolved, absorbed by the sacred ashes. The purpose of this task is
to bring us to the next step. This step so far has the advantage of allowing you to purify yourself and to
release some dross that you may not even be aware you are carrying, to clear the grooves, the etches, the
nicks and scratches from your Five Body System, from your Energy Bodies, from your Sacred
Geometries.
We have talked about the Sacred Geometries. You are a conglomerate of beings and if a being from
outside of this planet was looking at you, before they see your physical body they will see Sacred
Geometric shapes in profusion of colors, and then you are the speck inside of those beautiful geometries,
and what this step, first step, this rubbing of the ashes on your physical body does, is it purifies that speck
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of being in the center and it illuminates those Sacred Geometries to the point where the profusion of light
will be full and complete and it clears the energies from the Sacred Geometries, any stagnant energies. It
illuminates those nooks and crannies that have become dim and it restores the parts where there are
scrapes and scratches and nicks and tears. Of its own accord this is a very important thing, because as
you are moving into these energies and we approach the end of the year where the Mayan prophecies, the
Hopi prophecies and many of the prophecies talk about the ending of the Third Dimensional time and
entering into Fifth Dimensional time approaches, it becomes more and more necessary for you to become
intact, it becomes necessary for you to let go of the dimness, it becomes necessary for the scrapes and
scratches to be removed and for the Sacred Geometries to be restored, because it is with those Sacred
Geometries that you travel in time and space to absorb the Fifth Dimensional energies and to find the
appropriate layer in the Fifth Dimension from which you will receive nurturance.
When we say you are becoming Fifth Dimensional it doesn’t mean you leave this planet and go
somewhere else. It simply means that your body remains Third Dimensional but you absorb the Fifth
Dimensional energies as our Jim was trying to explain to you. As you absorb the Fifth Dimensional
energies you reach a point where you manifest things faster. Thoughts become things, you think of a
thought it happens that same day, not a year later, not 10 years later, not another lifetime later, right there
and then when you need it to manifest it, things become manifest when you need them to become
manifest, people become manifest when you need them to manifest, places become manifest when you
need them to become manifest.
We have given this analogy before. When you are a kid at college you want a little apartment, a nice little
cozy apartment, may two rooms, a studio, and you put that intention, and then it doesn’t manifest, and 10
years later you end up in a studio apartment, and then you have two kids, a cat and a dog and a life that
requires a five bedroom house, that is what I mean when I say manifestation becomes faster, you become
energetically Fifth Dimensional, your mind becomes Fifth Dimensional. When you mentally put focus on
something that becomes manifest in your life exactly when you need it, not ten years later, not two
months later, not even two days later, exactly when you need it, exactly when you say it would be really
good to have a nice cool drink right now and take it from a simple nice cool drink to manifesting your
home, to manifesting what your soul desires, to manifesting love, to manifesting harmonious
relationships, to manifesting nurturing, loving, communion, peace and harmony.
So, now we are going to move to the second step. Goddess Victory has completed this task of rubbing
the paste on your body and I have completed the task of laying hands on every area where she has placed
the paste in order to fully charge the paste with the energies of Divine Mother and to allow the paste to
absorb the karma, the dross, the stagnancy, the dimness, to then heal the scrapes and scratches and the
nicks and the tears, restore the Sacred Geometries in your entire Five Body System that consists of your
physical body, your etheric body, your emotional body, your mental body, your spiritual body. The
connection between the Five Body System and the physical body is fully in place.
Now the next layer is your Light Body. The Light Body is your vehicle of Light. In order for you to
draw from Fifth Dimensional energies you need to illuminate your Light Body so you will see that
Goddess Victory stands to your left and your Divine Mother, myself, I stand to your right, and we start
beaming our Signature Energies while all these residing Deities that have been invited to reside at this
ceremony hold their Scepters of Light and pour their own Signature Energy, Vibrant Pink of Mother of
Universe, Amber Light of Mother of Cosmos, Turquoise Light of Great Silent Watcher, Purple, Aqua
Marine Blue and Clay Red with Gold of the three Omniversal Mothers and this is all magnified by the
presence of the Angelic Watchers and Silent Watchers who step down the energies in order for it to be
absorbed into your Light Body, your Five Body System, your physical body.
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Now the next gift I want to bestow upon you is that I want to give you your Scepter of Power that is
imbued with the energies of Victory, Mother of Universe, Mother of Cosmos, Great Silent Watcher, three
Omniversal Mothers.
What is the significance of Scepter of Power from this Council of Divine Feminine? It supersedes all
Scepters. Each of you have a personal Scepter of Power which is the emblem, the accumulation, the
encapsulation of your power, your soul power, your power to serve, your power to do good, your power
to change this world. Each of you also has a planetary Scepter of Power, which means that the Deity who
is the residing Logos, the residing Deity for the planet bestows that upon you, upon your soul, so that you
can be the embodiment of your soul mission, so that your divine purpose can be served. Then there is a
third layer of Scepter that is given to you by the head of the Galaxy, which means that you are a member
of this entire Galaxy, billions of star systems inside our own Galaxy called the Milky Way. Then there is
a Universal Scepter of Power which is what constitutes the entire Universe, billions of planetary bodies
and galaxies inside of the Universe. What I give you is the Scepter of Power that supersedes all these,
because this is your Cosmic Scepter of Power and it is bestowed upon you by this Cosmic Council of the
Divine Feminine. Every one of these residing Deities are holding their Scepter up. Goddess Victory and
I are beaming light to you.
The Angelic Beings are going to come forward; they have a robe and a cape for each of you. They will
place the robe upon your body and it will be illuminated according to color of your Ray, the color of the
light that you have come to serve on. Everyone has come to earth on a specific Ray and a specific light.
There are seven Rays and there are seven Lights. Each of the seven Rays falls into the energy of the
lights, the seven Lights are higher than the seven Rays. So you will see your own robe in a specific color,
and that signifies what Ray you have come upon. More importantly you are going to be presented by
Goddess Victory with your Scepter of Power, the one that I have charged, that Mother of Universe,
Mother of Cosmos, three Omniversal Mothers, and Great Silent Watcher have charged for you. Take this
Scepter in both hands. It has a long rod that is illuminated with Golden Light and a sphere, an ornate
sphere that sits on top of the long rod; some of your spheres are different from one another. You might
even see your sphere change shape over time; you might even see the colors of your sphere, the colors
illuminated by your sphere change over time. I want you to hold the long rod of your sphere with both
hands and then raise both arms over your head so that the point of the long rod is directly over your
Crown Chakra. Don’t lay it on your Crown because it is heavy but hold it as if it is a couple of
millimeters, just a tiny bit above your Crown Chakra. It is as if it is sitting at the center of the big flower,
the thousand petalled flower that sits on top of the Crown Chakra, usually it is in the form of a bud. As
you begin to awaken spiritually and walk the path of Enlightenment this flower, which is a lotus, a
symbol of spirituality, starts to open up. Imagine that the point of the rod is pointing at the center of your
lotus. Imagine that every one of these Beings is now holding their Scepters of Power. The points of the
sphere of their Scepters is touching the point of the sphere of your Scepter. Mother of the Universe
sending Vibrant Pink, Mother of Cosmos sending Amber, Great Silent Watcher sending Turquoise Blue,
Goddess Victory herself sending her triple light of Platinum, Pewter, Lemon-Gold, I, your very own
Divine Mother send my Copper Gold, the three Omniversal Mothers send Purple, Aqua Blue and Clay
Red with Gold. The Angelic Watchers are magnifying everything that you are receiving. The entire
Scepter is humming as if there are syllables of music, mantras moving through it. You are holding it in
your hands, you feel the vibration pulse. This is the activation of your Cosmic Scepter of Power done
with the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine.
So now what is the significance of this Scepter of Power? It supersedes everything that you have ever
done before. It gives you the power to will the truth to return, it gives you power to will the abundance,
pure energies of abundance to return to earth and most specifically to return to each of you and your loved
ones, gives you the power to will and request, command and demand that you serve your Divine Mission,
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that the path opens up to you, and that the members of this Divine Council continue to magnify and apply
their own Signature Energy to make you successful in all your endeavors in service to the light.
Now all your endeavors doesn’t mean, if your mean and nasty, someone in that endeavor will also be
satisfactorily magnified, it simply means that whatever is in alignment with your own truth, whatever is in
service to goodness and light, whatever is in the benefit of your soul will be magnified when you ask for
it. Holding this Scepter above your head, aligning yourself with the members of this Council, accepting
that the responsibility of becoming a member of this Council and serving your own soul, your own Divine
Mission, what you came to accomplish, not to survive from one day to the next but to accomplish on
behalf of your soul. This is not to put down survival, everyone has to survive and these days life is not so
easy, survival doesn’t come too easily these days. Survival is fine, but in the presence of your Scepter of
Power, Cosmic Scepter of Power, you have the right to ask for your Divine Power, Divine Love, Divine
Success, Divine Service. If you ask for something that causes harm to someone else, it becomes inactive,
it won’t do anything, because the purpose of this Scepter is to do good. It has the consciousness of
knowing what is good and what is not good. It also has the consciousness of knowing if you
inadvertently ask for something that is not in your highest interest, it will replace it with something that
will be in your highest interest. It is in your best interest to ask, that is the only condition there is.
You hold your Scepter up and you say in the name of truth, in the name of love, in the name of Divine
purpose, in the name of accomplishing what I have come to accomplish in service, I command and
demand for truth, I command and demand for success, I command and demand for light, I command and
demand for accomplishment of what is in alignment with the highest Divine purpose for all humankind,
for the planet, for all souls, for all species. I command and demand for the release of pollution from earth,
I command and demand for the release of corruption from earth, I command and demand the return of
purity, innocence, truth, hope, joy, surrender, love, unconditional love, nurturance, health, wholeness, I
command and demand the return of health and wholeness, I command and demand the return of
rejuvenation, restoration of health and wholeness in my eyes, in my nose, in my heart, in my arteries, in
my cell structure, in my DNA structure, on my skin, in my hair, in my mind, in my emotions. I command
and demand the restoration of perfection within my Five Body System. I command and demand the
illumination of my Light Body, my ability to retrieve Fifth Dimensional Light Life-force and bring it into
the Third Dimension and manifest the highest potential to do good. I command and demand the Five
Elements to return to perfection and remove untruth and corruption from their substance. I command and
demand the return of abundance to those who serve light, those who serve goodness, those who stand in
their truth, those who walk the bath of enlightenment and accomplishment of their divine service.
Command and demand the first thing that you get up in the morning. Envision yourself inside the
entourage of these Beings, hold your Scepter, command and demand for the activation of your Scepter.
You don’t like command and demand, you feel that’s too much, you feel you shouldn’t be commanding
anybody, then just hold it up and say I request the illumination of my Scepter, I request my divine
powers, I request the ability to do my divine mission, I request my personality aspects and my soul to be
in communion with one another at all times, I command, well you don’t want to say command, say
request, I request the Five Elements to be returned to the perfection that they were intended for.
The reason why command and demand is viable in this specific type of situation is, because as human
beings came to earth into the Third Dimension, which wasn’t where they belonged, they commanded their
forefathers, their foremothers to leave them alone. They said, do not worry about us, we want to go and
see what is going on in that Dimension. So in order to return from that Dimension, in order to retrieve
what’s rightfully yours, in order to return to the light which you should vibrate to, you can command and
demand your divine right and if it is not your divine right it won’t be given to you. Commanding and
demanding does not necessarily mean you are being disrespectful. Command does not mean your pushy,
it doesn’t mean you are unkind, dishonorable, you command your divine powers.
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The best that you can do for yourself and the world right now is to command your divine powers,
command the return of pure divine powers to earth, not corrupted, controlling power of the few over
many, not a few having the resources and depriving others of having any. No, the divine power that
shares, the divine power that loves unconditionally, the divine power whose sole intent is to serve, that
divine power.
Hold your Scepter up, take a moment and say in your own words and I will stay with you for the next ten
minutes, even after this session is over and I will work with you, with this Council, to very specifically,
individually pave the path for your divine mission to succeed, for the path, to the accomplishment of your
soul mission to unfold, I will help to unfold the path on your behalf. Hold your Scepter of Power in the
days that come. The next three months are critical times, critical, beautiful, hopeful, wonderful,
especially now that you have this amazing tool to magnify the impact of your divine right. Your Divine
right is perfection, perfection in the Five Elements, perfection in being human, perfection in being on
earth, perfection in being able to pull Fifth Dimensional instant manifestation of your dreams and hopes
in this Third Dimensional Body, and raising the vibration of this Third Dimensional world, helping others
to realize they too can be empowered.
I hold you in my own heart; I Am your very own Divine Mother. So It Is.
Nasrin concludes with thank you everyone and goodnight. God Bless you all.
Jim concludes with thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother, that you Cosmic Council of the Divine
Feminine and thank all of you.
Nasrin continues – Divine Mother Blessing. Both say goodnight
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